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Now Available, Napco FireLink® 8-32 Zone FACP with Built-in LTE
Cellular Communicator
Amityville, NY - Napco Security Technologies, Inc. is pleased to announce that its award-winning FireLink™
Integrated 8 to 32Pt Fire Alarm Control Panel is now available in an LTE sole path model, #FL-32FACPLTEVS, Connected by Verizon® LTE® Service. FireLink, and all StarLink LTE’s offer the longest available
cellular lifespan, over 10+ years, and the Verizon® LTE (Long Term Evolution) CAT 1 service Napco uses is the
most extensively-deployed LTE Network nationwide – all for the best, most reliable coast-to-coast coverage.
Plus, their unique Signal Boost™ and twin dual diversity, precision LTE antennae design, ensures greater
range & reliability, maximizing signal acquisition and null-avoidance, for proven StarLink performance, even
in fringe areas.
Chosen ESX 2018 Innovation Award Winner, for Fire Systems, at this year’s ESX Expo in Nashville, TN, the
FireLink Integrated 8 to 32Pt Fire Alarm Control Panel with StarLink Fire® Communicator and annunciator
onboard, offers the lowest equipment cost available and fastest installation for any system of its kind, saving
dealers both time and money, while offering new RMR for fire.
FireLink starts as a preprogrammed 8 conventional point FACP all-in-one solution, with integral menudriven LCD annunciator, and communications powered by proven StarLink Fire cellular reporting inside.
(The popular $100 StarLink Free for All™ Tradeup credit promo. is also applicable to FireLink purchases.)
Custom programmable &/or expandable up to 32 points using any combination of conventional, addressable
and wireless devices, the NFPA 72/UL code-compliant FireLink also features a built-in horn/strobe sync
module and 4A power supply.
For more on the new FireLink LTE® FL-32FACP-LTEVS Fire Alarm System, check out specs at
http://www.napcosecurity.com/products/fire-systems, or for availability or training on this system, or any
Universal StarLink Fire LTE Communicators, contact Napco at 1.800.645.9445, go to
www.napcosecurity.com/starlink or ask at your local distributor.
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